
 

Zentrix Technologies Inc. Enhances Website With a Parametric Search Engine

TUCSON, Ariz.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--June 20, 2002--Zentrix Technologies Inc., a worldwide leader in packaging, circuitry, and 
materials, has added a parametric search engine tool to the packaging section of its website. This feature provides another 
avenue for customers to use when selecting RF & microwave packages to match their application. Individuals simply enter key 
specifications into the search engine then view the corresponding results from over 30 standard Zentrix packages.

The user provides the application's maximum power dissipation, maximum operating frequency, package attachment, Isolation 
requirement, and die-attach area dimensions. The parametric search engine will then display details for each standard Zentrix 
package that best matches the criteria. The results will include typical effective thermal conductivity, outline dimensions, 
number of leads, maximum assembly temperature range, package type (pill or flange), volume pricing, and automation form 
factor (strip or array).

"We're pleased with the addition of this search engine as it streamlines the way customers can now identify the Zentrix 
packages that that best fit their application," stated Roddy Powers, General Manager, Zentrix Technologies Packaging Group. 
"We added this tool to the Zentrix website to enable our customers obtain results within seconds. Our customers can now focus 
on getting their product to market, not searching for packages."

Zentrix Technologies Packaging Group is the industry leader in providing highly reliable, cost effective and high performance 
RF & microwave power packages. Zentrix offers both industry-standard and customized outlines to meet design requirements 
for a variety of high power and high frequency applications. Packages deliver the maximum available electrical and thermal 
performance for both isolated and non-isolated applications. Their output power ranges from 1W up to 300W, and at 
frequencies from 1 MHz to 10 GHz.

Zentrix Technologies Inc. is a Brush Engineered Materials, Inc. (NYSE:BW - News) company. Brush Engineered Materials Inc., 
headquartered in Cleveland, through its subsidiaries supplies worldwide markets with beryllium products, alloy products, 
electronic products, precious metal products, and engineered materials systems.

Contact: Zentrix Technologies Lisa Valenzuela, 520/741-3419 (Media) Email: lvalenzu@zentrix.com or Zentrix Technologies, 
Packaging Group Dave Jech, 978/463-6571 (Technical) Email: djech@zentrix.com 


